Dev/Test/Demo
Environments
VMware on IBM Cloud

Dev/Test/Demo Environments
Get the agility, scalability, and security you need to support
rapid application development and testing cycles with VMware
on IBM Cloud.

Product Features
The VMware on IBM Cloud gives you all the tools and resources you need to
increase dev/test productivity and simplify infrastructure operations.

Create your cloud, fast.
As your development, test, sandbox, and demo environments begin to grow
and consume more resources than anticipated, it’s difficult to quickly
provision and scale up your resources when you’re running out of data
center space, power, and time, while trying to improve your continuous
development cycles.
With the VMware on IBM Cloud solution, you now have the ability to quickly
order, provision, and move your application development infrastructure to its
own environment in a matter of hours.
Need another environment for a new application integration project in a different
location? Expand your environment within the IBM Cloud portal. You also
have the ability to catalog environments so you can easily snapshot production
applications and deploy multiple development and test beds for developers.

Safeguard Production
When you keep your production, sandbox, development, test, and demo
environments on the same infrastructure, you run the risk of your developers
stealing CPU, storage, and network resources from your mission critical
workloads. You also increase the chances of corrupting your production
environment and data when you share storage resources between your
application environments.
By utilizing VMware on IBM Cloud, you can physically separate and extend
your on-premises composite application development, test environments
into the IBM Cloud. Extend what you wish in whole or in part.

Scale on Demand
Accelerate your VMware deployments in the
cloud within hours. When you need more
resources, simply spin up and add capacity
to your environment.
Global Footprint
Expand your cloud environment around the
world. Put the data close to your development
and sales teams.
Highly Available
Provision multiple sites to add high availability
benefits to your multiple dev/test sites.
Secure
Ensure logical and physical separation between
dev/test and production. Demo applications
without external users accessing your onpremises environments.
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